Is Your Nature Revolting?
Hazel C. Cline

Is your nature revolting? You certainly look the type. Yes? Then you will be interested in a very special inscription
found scrawled on the wall of a public toilette by some good fairy to offer us salvation in transformation: “you must
get smaller.” No simple task you might say. Maybe Alice left us a crumb, you might quip. Or perhaps we can reverse
time, you add incredulously. No, my cynical friend, there is another way. And I found it on a sunny Sunday walk in
the park. It is simple. Just walk out on the path with a stone in one hand and a leaf in the other and think of a vine
sprouting through asphalt. When that pale green light inside your aorta expands around you and the or olfactories
are filled with the scent of rich earth, you are ready, and your feet will guide you to the deeply trodden path of the
deer. Crouch low to pass under boughs and thick bramble till you can feel your hooves firmly beneath you. Sniff
out the rabbit trails among the moss and dry leaves, straining to follow them until you can hear clearly with your
long, soft ears. Search out the long line of ants and walk with them until you can taste with your antennae down
in the detritus. Crawl down into the earth, ever smaller and deeper. Until you are so small you can fit inside the
smallest unit of life. And there, of course, you will find and become that which…well, I can’t tell you what. Perhaps
you’ll know soon enough. In any case, I must be going. I have some graffiti to write.
Hazel C. Cline is a surrealist who lives in Atlanta. She enjoys writing, painting, collaging, experimenting with
sound, and talking with birds.
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